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The Day Parliament Burned Down 2013-08-29 this is the thrilling but largely unknown story of the day that the 800 year old
houses of parliament burnt down today it is a largely forgotten event but in 1834 it was as shocking and significant to
contemporaries as the death of princess diana was to us at the end of the 20th century out of the fire rose not just the new
houses of parliament but masterpieces by turner and dickens the first public record office and a new metropolitan fire
brigade it is afascinating tale never previously told in a full length book written by the head of the parliamentary archives
at westminster it will appeal to any readers interested in the georgian and victorianperiods the history of london and the
story of parliament
Mr Barry's War 2016 the saga of the epic battle to re build the houses of parliament after the great fire of 1834 this is
also the story of how the greatest construction programme in britain for centuries produced one of the most famous and
instantly recognizable buildings ever built
Facts and Inventions 2014-06-10 james boswell 1740 1795 best known as the biographer of samuel johnson was also a lawyer
journalist diarist and an insightful chronicler of a pivotal epoch in western history this fascinating collection edited by
paul tankard presents a generous and varied selection of boswell s journalistic writings most of which have not been
published since the eighteenth century it offers a new angle on the history of journalism an idiosyncratic view of literature
politics and public life in late eighteenth century britain and an original perspective on a complex and engaging literary
personality
History of England 1878 a parliamentary scandal that dominates the headlines the resignation of major party figures
commentators and citizens wondering if the british government and the people s faith in it will survive before brexit another
major crisis rocked the foundation of government in the country the expenses scandal of 2009 featuring interviews with the
members of parliament journalists and officials close to the center of the turmoil an extraordinary scandal tells the story
of what really happened andrew walker the tax expert who oversaw the parliamentary expenses system and emma crewe a social
scientist specializing in the institutions of parliament bring fascinating perspectives from both inside and outside
parliament to this account far from attempting provide a defense of any the parties involved an extraordinary scandal
explains how the parliament fell out of step with the electorate and became a victim of its own remote institutional logic
growing to become at odds with an increasingly open meritocratic society charting the crisis from its 1990s origins when
westminster began too slowly to respond to wider societal changes to its aftermath in 2010 the authors examine how the
scandal aggravated the developing crisis of trust between the british electorate and westminster politicians that continues
to this day their in depth research reveals new insight into how the expenses scandal acted as a glimpse of what was to come
and they reveal where the scandal s legacy can be traced in the new age of mistrust and outrage in which politicians are
often unfairly vulnerable to being charged in the court of public opinion by those they represent
An Extraordinary Scandal 2020-03-15 why do brits call their flag a jack how did the leek become a symbol of wales does the
tube run 24 7 who was the widow of windsor can you take part in a coronation what was a greenwood marriage was the giant s
causeway built by an irish giant which british literary figures won the nobel prize for literature how can you register a
record in the guinness book of records what is the emergency phone number in the uk providing well organised material on the
uk s history geography literature royalty and society diana cordea s britain revealed is a condensed and easy to read book
about all things british it is an excellent user friendly reference for prospective visitors to the uk anglophiles or readers
wishing to know and understand popular british culture most importantly britain revealed is aimed at teachers of english as a
foreign language who wish to make their english and optional classes more exciting the plethora of information provided in
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this comprehensive teaching aid can be adapted to various levels of language proficiency and can be used in various classroom
activities focusing on essential questions concerning british culture and civilisation this volume is also attractive to
learners who will thus have the opportunity of brushing up on their english in a versatile and practical way
Britain Revealed 2021-12-31 the life of one of western art s most admired and misunderstood painters j m w turner is one of
the most important figures in western art and his visionary work paved the way for a revolution in landscape painting over
the course of his lifetime turner strove to liberate painting from an antiquated system of patronage bringing a new level of
expression and color to his canvases he paved the way for the modern artist turner was very much a man of his changing era in
his lifetime he saw britain ravaged by napoleonic wars revived by the industrial revolution and embarked upon a new moment of
imperial glory with the ascendancy of queen victoria his own life embodied astonishing transformation born the son of a
barber in covent garden he was buried amid pomp and ceremony in st paul s cathedral turner was accepted into the prestigious
royal academy at the height of the french revolution when a climate of fear dominated britain unable to travel abroad he
explored at home reimagining the landscape to create some of the most iconic scenes of his country but his work always had a
profound human element when a moment of peace allowed travel into europe turner was one of the first artists to capture the
beauty of the alps to revive venice as a subject and to follow in byron s footsteps through the rhine country while he was
commercially successful for most of his career turner s personal life remained fraught his mother suffered from mental
illness and was committed to bedlam turner never married but had several long term mistresses and illegitimate daughters his
erotic drawings were numerous but were covered up by prurient victorians after his death turner s late impressionistic work
was held up by his victorian detractors as example of a creeping madness affection for the artist s work soured john ruskin
the greatest of all 19th century art critics did what he could to rescue turner s reputation but turner s very last works
confounded even his greatest defender turner humanizes this surprising genius while placing him in his fascinating historical
context franny moyle brilliantly tells the story of the man to give us an astonishing portrait of the artist and a vivid
evocation of britain and europe in flux
Turner 2016-10-25 a thought provoking history of communications that challenges ideas about freedom of speech and democracy
at the heart of democracy lies a contradiction that cannot be resolved one that has affected free societies since their
advent though freedom of speech and media has always been a necessary condition of democracy that very freedom is also its
greatest threat when new forms of communication arrive they often bolster the practices of democratic politics but the more
accessible the media of a society the more susceptible that society is to demagoguery distraction and spectacle tracing the
history of media disruption and the various responses to it over time zac gershberg and sean illing reveal how these changes
have challenged democracy often with unsettling effects the paradox of democracy captures the deep connection between
communication and political culture from the ancient art of rhetoric and the revolutionary role of newspapers to liberal
broadcast media and the toxic misinformation of the digital public sphere with clear eyed analysis gershberg and illing show
that our contemporary debates over media populism and cancel culture are not too different from the democratic cultural
experiences of the past as we grapple with a fast changing hyper digital world they prove democracy is always perched
precipitously on a razor s edge now as ever before
Tegg's Dictionary of Chronology; Or, Historical and Statistical Register 1854 anthony trollope 1815 1882 was one of the most
successful prolific and respected english novelists of the victorian era he wrote penetrating novels on political social and
gender issues and conflicts of his day in 1867 trollope left his position in the british post office to run for parliament as
a liberal candidate in 1868 after he lost he concentrated entirely on his literary career while continuing to produce novels
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rapidly he also edited the st paul s magazine which published several of his novels in serial form his first major success
came with the warden 1855 the first of six novels set in the fictional county of barsetshire the comic masterpiece barchester
towers 1857 has probably become the best known of these trollope s popularity and critical success diminished in his later
years but he continued to write prolifically and some of his later novels have acquired a good reputation in particular
critics generally acknowledge the sweeping satire the way we live now 1875 as his masterpiece in all trollope wrote forty
seven novels as well as dozens of short stories and a few books on travel
The Paradox of Democracy 2023-08-05 china s early emperors must pay their respects to their predecessors in the correct form
the conduct of government and commercial practice depended on a generally accepted system of weights and measures critics
needed a secure means of expressing their views
North America 2014-05-01 a compact collection of focused introductions to and inquiries into medieval england representing
both history and literature
Noctes Ambrosian 1868 this new edition of michael fry s remarkable book charts the involvement of the scots in the british
empire from its earliest days to the end of the twentieth century it is a tale of dramatic extremes and craggy characters and
of a huge range of concerns from education evangelism and philanthropy to spying swindling and drug running stories of
scottish regiments on the rampage cannibalism and other atrocities are contrasted with the deeds of heroic pioneers such as
david livingstone and mary slessor above all it tells how the british empire came to be dominated and run by the scots and
how it truly became a scottish empire as the empire transformed scotland beyond recognition so was the empire shaped by the
scots a remarkable achievement from the population of so small a country which was itself neither nation nor fully province
neither fully colonizer nor fully colonized michael fry s energetic and colourful account is one of the classics of modern
scottish history
Problems of Han Administration 2016-05-18 good press presents to you this carefully created volume of the complete works of
anthony trollope novels short stories plays articles essays travel sketches memoirs this ebook has been designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices anthony trollope 1815 1882 was one of
the most successful prolific and respected english novelists of the victorian era novels an eye for an eye an old man s love
ayala s angel barchester towers can you forgive her castle richmond cousin henry doctor thorne doctor wortle s school framley
parsonage golden lion of granpère harry heathcote of gangoil he knew he was right is he popenjoy john caldigate kept in the
dark la vendée lady anna linda tressel marion fay miss mackenzie
The Cambridge Companion to Medieval English Culture 2011-03-24 anthony trollope 1815 1882 was one of the most successful
prolific and respected english novelists of the victorian era novels an eye for an eye an old man s love ayala s angel
barchester towers can you forgive her castle richmond cousin henry doctor thorne doctor wortle s school framley parsonage
golden lion of granpère harry heathcote of gangoil he knew he was right is he popenjoy john caldigate kept in the dark la
vendée lady anna linda tressel marion fay miss mackenzie mr
The Scottish Empire 2002-02-01 the seven dials refers to the layout of the cobbled streets in this london village which
includes monmouth street earlham street and mercer street the seven streets radiate out from the central sundial looking
closely you ll see the dial only has only six faces this is due to an earlier urban planning drawn up by thomas neale in the
17th century who devised the characteristic seven dials street layout to maximize the number of houses that could be built on
the site so maximizing his profit
The Complete Works of Anthony Trollope: Novels, Short Stories, Plays, Articles, Essays & Memoirs 2023-11-27 here is a welcome
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new addition to this acclaimed travel guide series pocket adventures germany is a lightweight volume with heavyweight
information designed to be used on the go packed with all the practical travel information you could ever need from places to
stay and eat tourist information resources destination specific travel advice emergency information plus sections on history
and geography that provide readers with the background knowledge essential to a thoroughly enjoyable holiday the author s
passion for the destination comes across in the lively and detailed text which is packed with the very best and most up to
date information this is a must have volume for anyone really wanting to make the most of their german holiday color photos
throughout the author is a resident of munich so he knows his subject well of the three germany guidebooks i used this one
was the most useful and not only because it covers so many places that the others simply ignored although you never get 10
off for showing this book it has enough sensible advice on how to shave unnecessary expenses off the budget without ever
feeling or acting like a cheapskate i enjoyed the author s explanation of germany s complex history but others may like the
history cheat sheet that reduces six pages of history to a half page summary although the author has the ability to focus on
the essentials he she drops enough fascinating tidbits to keep it interesting i also love the explanation of major trends in
german culture arts music and literature the author clearly has opinions but never treats the reader like an idiot or writes
down to you in any sense as a non german speaker i also loved the way all german terms are translated throughout the guide
not expecting me to suddenly remember what is a kirch or schloss halfway through the book the accommodation lists are very
useful especially as it focuses on the around 80 120 per night middle to upper class hotels that suit my tastes however even
the lower priced hotels all have private bathrooms which to me is rather essential when on vacation jane s amazon com great
to see a guidebook on germany in english by an author who realizes that germany is more than berlin the rhine and bavaria not
that the well known areas are neglected but i particularly enjoyed the wide coverage on the former east german regions steven
amazon com
The Complete Works of Anthony Trollope 2023-12-28 the first modern history of st james s palace shedding light on a
remarkable building at the heart of the history of the british monarchy that remains by far the least known of the royal
residences in this first modern history of st james s palace the authors shed new light on a remarkable building that despite
serving as the official residence of the british monarchy from 1698 to 1837 is by far the least known of the royal residences
the book explores the role of the palace as home to the heir to the throne before 1714 its impact on the development of
london and the west end during the late stuart period and how following the fire at the palace of whitehall st james s became
the principal seat of the british monarchy in 1698 the arrangement and display of the paintings and furnishings making up the
royal collection at st james s is chronicled as the book follows the fortunes of the palace through the victorian and
edwardian periods up to the present day specially commissioned maps phased plans and digital reconstructions of the palace at
key moments in its development accompany a rich array of historical drawings watercolors photographs and plans the book
includes a foreword by his royal highness the prince of wales published in association with royal collection trust
Victorian London Slums Seven Dials 2012-05-08 covenanting citizens throws new light on the origins of the english civil war
and on the radical nature of the english revolution an exercise in writing the new political history the volume challenges
the discrete categories of high and popular politics and the presumed boundaries between national and local history it offers
the first full study of the protestation the first state oath to be issued under parliamentary authority the politics behind
its introduction into parliament it argues challenges the idea that the drift to civil war was unintended or accidental used
as a loyalty oath to swear the nation it required those who took it to defend king church parliament and england s liberties
despite these political commonplaces the protestation had radical intentions and radical consequences it envisaged armed
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resistance against the king and possibly more it became a charter by which parliament felt able to fight a civil war and it
was used to raise men money and political support requiring resistance against enemies that might include a king himself
contemplating the use of political violence the protestation offered a radical extension of membership of the political
nation to those hitherto excluded by class age or gender in envisaging new forms of political mobilisation the protestation
promoted the development of a parliamentary popular political culture and ideas of active citizenry covenanting citizens
demonstrates how the protestation was popularly appropriated to legitimise an agency expressed in street politics new forms
of mass petitioning and popular political violence
Germany Pocket Adventures 2012-02-01 the 21st edition of time out london will help visitors to navigate the 2000 year old
city from the many must visits through to the eccentricities and particularities that give london its flavor time out keeps
you abreast of the latest in terms of cultural events entertainment restaurants shopping bar and pub scene as well as taking
you to the out of the way neighborhoods in the throes of gentrification day trips and local excursions are also recommended
as rolling hills seaside walks and ancient cities are all within your grasp whether your stay is brief or lengthy time out
will help you make the most of your time
St James's Palace 2023-01-10 anyone interested in the real london needs to read this andrew marr no city can survive without
water and lots of it today we take the stuff for granted turn a tap and it gushes out but it wasn t always so for centuries
london one of the largest and richest cities in the world struggled to supply its citizens with reliable clean water the
mercenary river tells the story of that struggle from the middle ages to the present day based on new research it tells a
tale of remarkable technological scientific and organisational breakthroughs but also a story of greed and complacency high
finance and low politics among the breakthroughs was the picturesque new river neither new nor a river but a state of the art
aqueduct completed in 1613 and still part of london s water supply the company that built it was one of the very first modern
business corporations and also one of the most profitable london water companies were early adopters of steam power for their
pumps and chelsea waterworks was the first in the world to filter the water it supplied its customers the same technique is
still used to purify two thirds of london s drinking water but for much of london s history water had to be rationed and the
book also chronicles our changing relationship with water and the way we use it amongst many stories nick higham s page
turning narrative uncovers the murky tale of how the most powerful steam engine in the world was first brought to london the
extraordinary story of how one victorian london water company deliberately cut off 2 000 households even though it knew they
had no alternative source of supply the details of a financial scandal which brought two of the water companies close to
collapse in the 1870s and finally asks whether today s 21st century water companies are an improvement on their victorian
predecessors
Covenanting Citizens 2016-10-06 learn about key concepts behind the world s most incredible buildings in the architecture
book part of the fascinating big ideas series this book tackles tricky topics and themes in a simple and easy to follow
format learn about architecture in this overview guide to the subject great for novices looking to find out more and experts
wishing to refresh their knowledge alike the architecture book brings a fresh and vibrant take on the topic through eye
catching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in this captivating book will broaden your understanding of architecture
with a global scope covering architecture from all over the world packed with facts charts timelines and graphs to help
explain core concepts a visual approach to big subjects with striking illustrations and graphics throughout easy to follow
text makes topics accessible for people at any level of understanding the architecture book is a captivating introduction to
buildings and the ideas and principles that make them key to the history and evolution of our built environment aimed at
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adults with an interest in the subject and students wanting to gain more of an overview here you ll discover the most
important ideas technologies and movements in the history of architecture and structural engineering through exciting text
and bold graphics your architecture questions simply explained learn about the evolution of construction from ancient and
classical architecture through medieval gothic and renaissance buildings baroque and rococo to 19th century emerging
modernism and postmodernism and glittering skyscrapers if you thought it was difficult to learn about buildings and the ideas
behind them the architecture book presents key information in a clear layout explore architectural movements styles and
celebrated buildings from all over the world and stunning religious structures from mosques to churches stupas to pagodas and
temples the big ideas series with millions of copies sold worldwide the architecture book is part of the award winning big
ideas series from dk the series uses striking graphics along with engaging writing making big topics easy to understand
Time Out London 2013-03-12 she s sixteen shunned isolated and possibly pregnant this is marie who thought she had the world
by the tail a few months ago she had married a handsome professional european man who adored her she is eurasian but her
european status in indonesia had been earned through careful education european dress and mastery of a european language
dutch but she finds herself in dank grey manchester where her husband s family won t accept her and never really will she s
half a world away from the blue skies tropical fruits colourful fabrics familiar languages and house full of servants that
she grew up with her husband walter woodbury is on a mission to patent his invention which is why they ve returned to england
a country which will be civilly hostile to marie and her eight children so that when her husband dies within a few years
seven of the eight and marie herself will has fled england which deems them not white enough you probably don t know who
walter bentley woodbury is but you should he s the reason this book is in your hands woodbury invented and patented the first
photographic printing press so that thousands of copies could be made from a single negative enough for a book or an
illustrated magazine but he s unknown in fact he died in so much debt that a collection had to be taken for his funeral and
he left his wife and eight children 246 his obscurity is due to two factors one is woodbury himself his mercurial mind
caromed on to the next project whether it was an aerial observation camera for the military or a train signal that used sound
for foggy weather or paper backed film before he had secured the business side of his existing inventions the second was that
he and his family were ostracized because marie woodbury his eurasian wife was visibly biracial and so were most of their
children the scientific community accepted woodbury as an inventor but the wider community never accepted his wife and family
virtually all of whom left england after woodbury s tragic death this book tells a story that needs telling in our modern
world not white enough is largely dedicated to woodbury s career and travels but the author also sheds some light sometimes
speculative on his wife their eight children and other little known woodbury family members in an effort to piece together
the puzzle of her family s fascinating and often tragic past
The Mercenary River 2022-04-14 medievalism the later reception of the middle ages has been used by many writers not just
during the victorian period but from the renaissance to the present as a means of commenting on their own societies and
systems of values until recently this self interest was used to distinguish between medievalism a selective often
romanticised view of the past and medieval studies with its quest for an authentic middle ages the essays in this collection
suggest that the search for knowledge of a real middle ages has always been a problematic one and that the vitality of the
vision of medievalism is demonstrated by its constant adaption to current concerns
The Architecture Book 2023-02-21 in the middle ages rolls were ubiquitous as a writing support while scholars have long
examined the texts and images on rolls they have rarely taken the manuscripts themselves into account this volume readdresses
this imbalance by focusing on the materiality and various usages of rolls in late medieval england and france researchers
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from england france germany and singapore demonstrate in 11 contributions how this approach can increase our understanding of
the rolls and their contents as well as the contexts in which they were produced and used
Bedlam and Betrayal 2010 lindsay anderson s film if 1968 starring malcolm mcdowell as a schoolboy who leads a guerilla
insurgence imagines how repression conformity and fusty ritual at an english public school could lead to anarchy and bloody
revolt its title is a sardonic nod to rudyard kipling s most famous poem and its story a radical updating of kipling s 1899
story stalky and co in which prankish rebels are groomed to police the empire released at a time of unprecedented student
uprisings in europe and america if provided a peculiarly english perspective on the battle between generations the perennial
war of the romantically passionate against the corrupt the ugly the old and the foolish though its emotional surface is
authentically anti authoritarian its intellectual substance as mark sinker argues is rooted in a deep familiarity with the
symbols of english ruling class values no longer a vehicle for shock or dissent if is today enjoyed comfortably even
nostalgically but for sinker this renders its many knots and paradoxes the moments of poetry that anderson argued were cinema
s raison d etre all the more fascinating
Not White Enough 2023-06-26 paul barclay s story continues six years from the end of le morte d mortimer jack hammond
persuades paul to return to london where he meets up with joseph and aaron the mysterious agent esther fanning and two
hollywood movie makers under fanning s management literary theatrical and movie successes have made them all incredibly rich
on a visit to cambridge joseph begins to unveil parts of his life hitherto unknown to paul the reappearance of mcarthur
sparks off further mystery paul moves on to amsterdam to meet up with jack hammond and finds himself managed and manipulated
by the rosenblum organisation from hammond he learns the secrets of mortimer s prized icon of the blue madonna they also
encounter the secretive international art market their journey driven by the mystery of all the mortimer connections takes
them from amsterdam to the blair edgar has woven a net of intrigue and changing interpersonal relations in which his
characters are all trapped as the story unfolds
Medievalism and the Quest for the Real Middle Ages 2013-01-11 simon bradley traces the history of the station introducing us
to the men behind the architecture and looks at its new international status this fine new edition includes a fascinating
chapter on the new hotel and some timely revisions bringing it fully up to date a marvellous piece of social aesthetic and
technological history it is impossible to praise bradley s book too highly a n wilson daily telegraph brilliantly and with
deft hand simon bradley makes sense of it all fabulous sunday telegraph a masterpiece of historical context immensely
readable sunday times this fine book examines the history of both the church that gave the station its name and the railway
terminus unexpectedly compelling daily mail
The Roll in England and France in the Late Middle Ages 2019-12-16 through the consideration of canonical authors such as
blake scott and wordsworth and of lesser studied works such as radical press writings and popular drama this study explores
the imaginative appeal of the social structures and literary forms of the middle ages and how they raised awareness of
britain s tradition of freedom
If.... 2019-07-25 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
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may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Mortimer Bloom 2014-09-28 this inspiring survey challenges conventional ways of viewing the victorian novel provides time
maps and overviews of historical and social contexts considers the relationship between the victorian novel and historical
religious and bibliographic writing features short biographies of over forty victorian authors including wilkie collins
charles dickens george eliot and robert louis stevenson offers close readings of over 30 key texts among them charlotte
brontë s jane eyre 1847 and bram stoker s dracula 1897 as well as key presences such as john bunyan s pilgrim s progress pt 1
1676 pt 2 1684 also covers topics such as colonialism scientific speculation the psychic and the supernatural and working
class reading
St Pancras Station 2010-07-09 since the unification of southern and northern nigeria in 1914 the country has been rife with
violence poverty inequity and corruption for decades it has barely functioned and even now nigerians face adversity in the
absence of a pragmatic solution in his book nigeria biafra and boko haram ending the genocides through multistate solution
author osita ebiem fashions a compelling argument for finally partitioning nigeria into distinct countries through the use of
the multi state solution and the principle of self determination the widely diverse nigerian ethnic identifications igbo
yoruba hausa fulani would be unimpeded in practicing their religious cultural and social differences and help initiate and
accelerate growth prosperity end impunity and entrench sanity law and order in the various emerging new countries with
detailed precision ebiem explores the annals of nigerian history and explains in clear terms the evolution of a country
forced together by european commercial interests the portrait of an utterly disastrous one nigeria is often haunting and
unbelievable and though the country and its people have endured trauma beyond comprehension ebiem offers practical solutions
which can reroute nigeria s path and ultimately begin the long process of healing
The Economist 1849 see london in a completely new light in this guide to the city s hidden secrets untold stories and special
places laden with history which you can discover for yourself london is famous for its museums each one full of treasures and
relics but the biggest museum in the capital is the city itself from the stories behind unusual street names to the trees in
our parks railings made from recycled wwii stretchers to shrapnel damage on walls the hidden symbols on post boxes to
prehistoric tree trunks there is a rich history hidden in the oft overlooked details of the city s streets gardens parks and
buildings this richly detailed and beautifully illustrated book provides a miscellany of historic features and curiosities to
spot as you wander around the capital whether you ve always wondered why there are cattle troughs on your route to work why
bollards often look like upside down cannons or wanted to know what a victorian stink pipe is this book will provide the
tools to decipher london s secret code and introduce you to a treasure trove of hidden spots to explore the book comes
complete with maps so you can spot these details yourself on walks through the capital so pop on a sturdy pair of shoes and
get ready to turn the city into the museum you never knew you had
The Parliamentary Debates from the Year 1803 to the Present Time 1838
Popular Medievalism in Romantic-Era Britain 2011-01-31
モンゴル国における20世紀 2013
North America 2008-12
Chamber's Information for the People 1856
The Victorian Novel 2008-04-15
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Debates of the Legislative Assembly of United Canada, 1841-1867: 1856. pt. 3-4 1970
Nigeria, Biafra, and Boko Haram: Ending the Genocides Through Multistate Solution 2014-03-17
London: A Guide for Curious Wanderers 2023-04-06
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